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Abstract

The key arguments underlying a large and001
noisy set of opinions help understand the opin-002
ions quickly and accurately. Fully automated003
methods can extract arguments but (1) require004
large labeled datasets and (2) work well for005
known viewpoints, but not for novel points006
of view. We propose HyEnA, a hybrid (hu-007
man + AI) method for extracting arguments008
from opinionated texts, combining the speed009
of automated processing with the understand-010
ing and reasoning capabilities of humans. We011
evaluate HyEnA on three feedback corpora on012
COVID-19 relaxation measures. We find that,013
on the one hand, HyEnA achieves higher cov-014
erage and precision than a state-of-the-art auto-015
mated method, when compared on a common016
set of diverse opinions, justifying the need for017
human insight. On the other hand, HyEnA018
requires less human effort and does not com-019
promise quality compared to (fully manual)020
expert analysis, demonstrating the benefit of021
combining human and machine intelligence.022

1 Introduction023

To make decisions on large public issues, such as024

combating the COVID-19 pandemic and transition-025

ing to green energy, policy makers often turn to the026

public for feedback (Kythreotis et al., 2019; Lee027

et al., 2020). This feedback provides insights on028

the public opinion and contains diverse perspec-029

tives. Further, involving the public in the decision-030

making process helps in gaining their support when031

the decisions are to be implemented.032

In the face of crises, decisions must be made033

swiftly. Thus, the collection of feedback, its analy-034

sis, and recommendations for decision-making are035

done under tight time constraints. For example,036

when debating on relaxing COVID-19 measures037

in the Netherlands, researchers had one month to038

design the experiment, collect public feedback, and039

make recommendations (Mouter et al., 2021). The040

time constraint limits the amount of information041

researchers can look at, potentially painting an in- 042

complete picture of the opinions. In the scenario 043

above, researchers analyzed data manually, and 044

thus could analyze less than 8% of the feedback 045

provided by more than 25,000 participants. 046

Argument Mining (AM) (Lawrence and Reed, 047

2020) methods can assist in increasing the effi- 048

ciency of feedback analysis by, e.g., separating 049

strongly argumentative feedback from noise and 050

classifying statements as supporting or opposing 051

a decision. However, applying AM methods for 052

feedback analysis poses three main challenges. 053

First, AM methods generalize poorly across do- 054

mains (Stab et al., 2018; Thorn Jakobsen et al., 055

2021). Thus, they require large amounts of domain- 056

specific training data, which is often not available. 057

While contextualized representations, using the pre- 058

or fine-tuning paradigm, yield more promising re- 059

sults (Reimers et al., 2019b), they still rely on large 060

amounts of data to be effective. Second, although 061

AM methods can automatically detect logical con- 062

nections between comments and policy decisions, 063

they do not compress the information. That is, 064

they do not recognize whether two identified argu- 065

ments describe the same concept, leaving the policy 066

makers with significant manual labor. Finally, an- 067

alyzing a small sample of comments might cause 068

minority opinions to be ignored (Klein, 2012), cre- 069

ating a bias toward popular (repeated) arguments, 070

which can perpetuate echo chambers and filter bub- 071

bles (Price, 1989; Schulz-Hardt et al., 2000). 072

The key point analysis (KPA) task (Bar-Haim 073

et al., 2020a) seeks to automatically compress argu- 074

mentative discourse into unique key points, which 075

can be matched to arguments. However, synthesiz- 076

ing key points is a significant challenge. Bar-Haim 077

et al. (2020a) employ domain experts (skilled de- 078

baters) to generate key points and train a model 079

to take over the task. However, such key points 080

are not grounded in data (public opinion) and are 081

subject to the perspectives and biases of the human 082
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experts. Further, making use of a few experts to083

generate key points defeats the purpose of engaging084

the public in the decision-making process.085

We argue for a joint human-machine approach,086

exploiting both the speed of automated methods087

and the human understanding of subtle issues. We088

propose HyEnA (Hybrid Extraction of Arguments),089

a hybrid (human + AI) method for extracting a090

diverse set of key arguments from a textual opin-091

ion corpus. HyEnA breaks down the argument092

extraction task into argument annotation and con-093

solidation phases. In each phase, HyEnA employs094

human (crowd) annotators, and supports them via095

intelligent algorithms based on natural language096

processing (NLP). See Figure 1 for an overview.097
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Figure 1: Overview of the HyEnA method.

We evaluate our method on three corpora, each098

containing more than 10K public opinions on re-099

laxing COVID-19 restrictions (Mouter et al., 2021).100

We compare HyEnA with an automated approach101

(Bar-Haim et al., 2020b), which generates key102

points from the corpus using a pretrained neural103

argument matching model. In addition, we com-104

pare the key arguments generated by HyEnA with105

insights identified by experts (Mouter et al., 2021).106

Contributions (1) We present a hybrid method107

for key argument extraction, which, given a col-108

lection of opinionated user comments, generates a109

diverse set of key arguments raised in the discus-110

sion. (2) We evaluate our method on real corpora111

of public feedback on policy options. Compared to112

an automated baseline, HyEnA increases the preci-113

sion of the key arguments produced, and improves114

coverage over diverse opinions. Compared to the115

manual baseline, HyEnA identifies a large portion116

of arguments identified by experts as well as new117

arguments that experts did not identify.118

2 Related work119

We describe related works on AM and methods for120

extracting key arguments from opinions.121

2.1 Computational Argument Analysis 122

Argument Mining methods (Cabrio and Villata, 123

2018; Lawrence and Reed, 2020) focus on com- 124

putational analysis of arguments. They seek to 125

discover arguments brought forward by speakers 126

and identify connections between them. AM is a 127

costly and complex process, and it often requires 128

significant effort by human annotators for reaching 129

moderate inter-rater agreement (Teruel et al., 2018). 130

The ability to recognize and extract arguments from 131

text is dependent on the argumentativeness of the 132

underlying data. Given argumentative texts, popu- 133

lar NLP models are reasonably good at recognizing 134

argumentative discourse (Niculae et al., 2017; Eger 135

et al., 2017; Reimers et al., 2019b). Typically, the 136

first step of AM is to identify the elemental com- 137

ponents of arguments (e.g., claims and premises) 138

in text (Toulmin, 2003). The combination of such 139

components forms a structured argument. However, 140

there is currently no consensus on the exact nature 141

of such elemental components (Daxenberger et al., 142

2017). Nonetheless, a few characteristics have been 143

recognized as important for recognizing arguments, 144

namely that arguments (1) contain logical reason- 145

ing (Stab and Gurevych, 2014), (2) address a why 146

question (Biran and Rambow, 2011), and (3) have 147

a non-neutral stance towards the issue being dis- 148

cussed (Stab and Gurevych, 2014). 149

HyEnA is a novel AM method that combines 150

human annotators and automated NLP models. By 151

splitting up the argument extraction task into dis- 152

tinct phases, we take advantage of the diverse 153

human perspectives, while addressing scalability 154

problems through automation. Because annotators 155

are only given the opinion text, we aim to achieve 156

better grounding by preserving links between ar- 157

gument and the original text, all while providing 158

condensed key arguments useful in analysis. 159

2.2 Summarization of Arguments 160

Automated methods have been proposed to create 161

a core set of key points from a large corpus of in- 162

dividual comments (Bar-Haim et al., 2020b). In 163

this paradigm, comments are filtered by a manu- 164

ally tuned selection heuristic, resulting in a list of 165

key point candidates. The candidates are matched 166

against all comments, based on a classifier trained 167

for the argument–key point matching task (Bar- 168

Haim et al., 2020a). We evaluate the performance 169

of this approach on a novel domain on COVID-19 170

measures and compare it against HyEnA. 171
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Additionally, there exists a body of work on172

Natural Language Inference (NLI) and Semantic173

Textual Similarity (STS). In these works, models174

are trained to indicate semantic similarity or log-175

ical entailment between two sentences (Conneau176

et al., 2017; Reimers et al., 2019a). They have177

made a significant impact on general-purpose ap-178

plications (Xu et al., 2018; Zhong et al., 2020).179

However, downstream applications often need ad-180

ditional fine-tuning (Howard and Ruder, 2018) in181

order to perform a task well. They also capture182

generic aspects of semantic similarity and entail-183

ment, which may not be applicable to arguments184

(Reimers et al., 2019a), or conversely overfit to185

spurious patterns in the data (McCoy et al., 2019).186

3 Method187

HyEnA is a hybrid method since it combines au-188

tomated techniques and human judgement (Akata189

et al., 2020). HyEnA guides human annotators to-190

ward the creation of key arguments (i.e., groups of191

semantically distinct arguments that describe rele-192

vant aspects of the topic under discussion) from an193

opinion corpus composed of individual opinions194

(i.e., textual comments) on the topic of discussion.195

HyEnA consists of two phases (Figure 1). In the196

first phase (Key Argument Annotation), an intelli-197

gent sampling algorithm guides human annotators198

through an opinion corpus to extract high-level in-199

formation from the opinions. In the second phase200

(Key Argument Consolidation), a new group of an-201

notators merges the results from the first phase,202

supported by an intelligent merging strategy, in-203

volving manual and automatic labeling. In the sec-204

ond phase, HyEnA aims to reduce the subjectivity205

in annotation. The final result of HyEnA is key206

arguments grounded on the opinions in the corpus.207

3.1 Opinion Corpora208

Our opinion corpora are composed of citizens’ feed-209

back on COVID-19 relaxation measures, a contem-210

porary topic. The feedback was gathered in April211

and May 2020 using the Participatory Value Eval-212

uation (PVE) method (Mouter et al., 2021). In213

the PVE, participants are offered a set of policy214

options and asked to select their preferred portfo-215

lio of choices. Then, the participants are asked216

to motivate why they picked certain options (pro217

stance) and not pick the other options (con stance)218

via textual comments. Pro- and con-opinions to-219

gether form the opinion corpus. The PVE collected220

feedback from 26,293 Dutch citizens on eight pol- 221

icy options about COVID-19 relaxation measures. 222

We analyze the feedback on three of these options, 223

treating feedback on each option as an opinion cor- 224

pus. Table 1 shows examples. In our experiments, 225

the HyEnA method is applied to one corpus at a 226

time. For each policy option, we use the keyword 227

in uppercase as the policy (or corpus) identifier in 228

the remainder of the paper. The opinions in these 229

corpora are similar to noisy user-generated web 230

comments, as in Habernal and Gurevych (2017). 231

Some opinions span multiple sentences and contain 232

more than one argument. 233

Table 1: Example opinions in the COVID-19 corpora.

Policy option (Corpus) Example opinion # Opinions

YOUNG people may come
together in small groups

Then they can go
back to school (Pro)

13400

All restrictions are lifted
for persons who are IM-
MUNE

Encourages inequal-
ity (Con)

10567

REOPEN hospitality and
entertainment industry

The economic dam-
age is too high (Pro)

12814

The original opinions were provided in Dutch. 234

To accommodate a diverse set of annotators in our 235

experiments, we translated all comments to En- 236

glish using the Microsoft Azure Translation ser- 237

vice. All experiments are performed with the trans- 238

lated opinions. Mixing (pretrained) embeddings 239

and machine-translated comments has a minimal 240

impact on downstream task performance (Sennrich 241

et al., 2016; Eger et al., 2018; Daza and Frank, 242

2020). Although all experiments are conducted 243

in English, the link to the original Dutch text is 244

preserved for future applications. 245

3.2 Key Argument Annotation 246

In the first phase of HyEnA, human annotators ex- 247

tract individual key argument lists by analyzing the 248

opinion corpus. Since a realistic corpus consists 249

of thousands of opinions, it is unfeasible for an 250

annotator to read all opinions. Thus, HyEnA pro- 251

poses a fixed number of opinions to each annotator. 252

HyEnA employs NLP and a sampling technique to 253

select diverse opinions to present to an annotator. 254

Intelligent Opinion Sampling Each annotator 255

is presented, one at a time, a fixed number of opin- 256

ions. To sample the next opinion, we embed all 257

opinions and arguments observed thus far using 258

the S-BERT model (MS , Reimers et al., 2019a). 259

S-BERT converts sentences into fixed-length em- 260
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beddings, which can be used to compute semantic261

similarities between pairs of sentences.262

Then, we select a pool of candidate opinions263

using the Farthest-First Traversal (FFT) algorithm264

(Basu et al., 2004). FFT selects the candidate pool265

as the f farthest opinions in the embedding space266

from the previously read opinions and annotated267

arguments (in our experiments, we empirically se-268

lect f = 5). Next, we use an argument quality269

classifier trained on Gretz et al. (2020) to select the270

opinion most clear and related to the policy option.271

In this way, we aim at increasing both diversity and272

quality of the opinions presented to each annotator.273

Annotation Upon reading an opinion, the anno-274

tator is asked, first, to identify whether the opinion275

contains an argument or not. If so, the annotator276

is asked to check whether the argument is already277

included in their current list of key arguments. If278

it is not, the annotator should extract the argument279

into a standalone expression (i.e., into a key argu-280

ment), and add it to the list of key arguments. When281

adding a new argument, the annotator is asked to282

indicate the stance of the opinion (i.e., whether it283

is in support or against the related policy option).284

To facilitate this task, HyEnA highlights the most285

probable stance for the user as a label suggestion286

(Schulz et al., 2019; Beck et al., 2021).287

Topic Assignment We train a BERTopic model288

T on all the available opinions (Grootendorst,289

2020). We create a short-list of topics, selected290

as the most frequent topics found by T , with dupli-291

cates and unintelligible topics manually removed292

by two experts. We ask human annotators to as-293

sociate the topics from the generated short-list to294

each argument. This topic assignment T is used in295

the second phase to compute argument similarity.296

Thus, in the first phase, HyEnA yields multi-297

ple key argument lists (one per annotator), each298

containing key arguments and their stances, and an299

assignment of key arguments to pre-selected topics.300

3.3 Consolidation301

In the first phase, (1) the annotators are exposed to302

a small subset of the opinions in the corpus, and303

(2) the interpretation of arguments is subjective.304

In the second phase, HyEnA seeks to consolidate305

the key argument lists generated in the first phase.306

Our goal is to increase the diversity of the resulting307

arguments and compensate for individual biases.308

First, we create the union of all lists of key argu-309

ments generated in the first phase of HyEnA. Then,310

we ask the annotators to evaluate the similarity of 311

the key argument pairs in the union list. Based on 312

the similarity labels, we employ a clustering algo- 313

rithm to group similar key arguments, producing a 314

consolidated list of key arguments. 315

Pairwise Annotation To simplify the consolida- 316

tion task, we present to the annotators one pair of 317

key arguments at a time and ask whether the con- 318

cepts described by the key arguments in the pair are 319

semantically similar. To reduce human effort, we 320

select only the most informative key argument pairs 321

for manual annotation, and automatically annotate 322

the remaining pairs. To select the most informa- 323

tive pairs, we adapt the Partial-Ordering approach, 324

POWER (Chai et al., 2016), as described below. 325

Let pij be a pair of key arguments 〈ai, aj〉. The 326

similarity between the two key arguments in the 327

pair is described by a set of similarity scores, shij . 328

By using multiple scores, we seek to make the 329

similarity computation robust. For each pij , we 330

compute the two similarity scores described in Ta- 331

ble 2. We use cosine similarity for s1ij since the 332

angular distance describes the semantic textual sim- 333

ilarity between two arguments. In contrast, we use 334

Euclidean distance for s2ij since the absolute values 335

of the topic assignment are relevant. 336

Table 2: The similarity scores between key argument
pairs used to create the pairwise dependency graph.

Measure Description

s1ij = i·j
‖i‖‖j‖

Cosine similarity between embeddings
i = MS(ai) and j = MS(aj)

s2ij = 1
d(T (ai),T (aj))

Inverse of the Euclidean distance d be-
tween manual topic assignments T of
ai and aj

Given the similarity scores, we construct a de- 337

pendency graph G (as in the top-left part of Fig- 338

ure 2), where each key argument pair is a node in 339

G and the edges indicate a Pareto dependency (�) 340

between two pairs as follows: 341

pij � pi′j′ if ∀h shij ≥ shi′j′ (1) 342

pij � pi′j′ if pij � pi′j′ (2) 343

and ∃h shij > shi′j′ 344

Next, we follow POWER to extract disjoint paths 345

from G. The highlighted path in the bottom-left 346

part of Figure 2 is an example disjoint path. For 347

every path, we perform a pairwise annotation as 348

in the right part of Figure 2. We select the vertex 349
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Figure 2: Pairwise annotation from dependency graph.

at the middle of the unlabeled portion of the path350

and ask multiple (7) humans to indicate whether351

the concepts described by the two arguments in the352

pair are similar on a binary scale, and select the353

label with the majority vote. Given the annotation,354

we can automatically label (1) all following pairs355

in the path as similar in case the vertex is labeled356

as similar or (2) all preceding pairs in the path as357

non-similar in case the vertex is labeled as non-sim-358

ilar. In essence, using the Pareto dependency, we359

search for threshold similarity scores for each path,360

above which all pairs are considered similar, and361

below which all pairs are non-similar. Because this362

is a local threshold, we prevent over-generalization.363

To annotate the complete graph efficiently, we em-364

ploy the parallel Multi-Path annotation algorithm365

described in the Appendix.366

Clustering Given a similarity label for each key367

argument pair, our goal is to identify groups of368

similar key arguments. However, the similarity369

among key arguments may not be transitive—given370

〈a1, a2〉 as similar and 〈a2, a3〉 as similar, 〈a1, a3〉371

may be labeled as dissimilar. This can happen be-372

cause (1) the interpretation of similarity can be373

subjective (for manually labeled pairs), and (2) the374

automatic approach is not always accurate (for au-375

tomatically labeled pairs). Thus, we employ a clus-376

tering algorithm for identifying a consolidated list.377

First, we construct a similarity graph, where each378

key argument is a node and there is an edge be-379

tween two arguments if they are labeled as simi-380

lar. Then, we employ out-of-the-box graph cluster-381

ing algorithms for constructing argument clusters.382

These clusters form the key argument lists.383

4 Experimental Setup384

We involve 348 Prolific (www.prolific.co)385

crowd workers as annotators to evaluate HyEnA.386

We required the workers to be fluent in English, 387

have an approval rate above 95%, and have com- 388

pleted at least 100 submissions. Our experiment 389

was approved by an Ethics Committee and we re- 390

ceived informed consent from each subject. 391

Table 3 shows an overview of the tasks in the 392

experiment. First, we ask annotators to perform the 393

HyEnA method to generate lists of key arguments 394

for three corpora. Then, we compare the quality 395

of the obtained lists of key arguments with lists 396

generated for the same corpora via two baselines. 397

All tasks except topic generation were performed 398

by the crowd workers. The supplemental material 399

includes the instructions provided to the annotators. 400

Table 3: Overview of the tasks in the experiment. Items
to be annotated can be opinions (O), arguments (A),
topics (T), or combinations.

Task Policy
Option # Items # Annotators

Key argument
annotation

YOUNG 255 (O) 5
IMMUNE 255 (O) 5
REOPEN 255 (O) 5

Topic generation all 45 (T) 2

Topic assignment
YOUNG 90 (A) 10

IMMUNE 64 (A) 5
REOPEN 69 (A) 5

Key argument
consolidation

YOUNG 1538 (A+A) 99
IMMUNE 824 (A+A) 57
REOPEN 940 (A+A) 87

Key argument
evaluation

YOUNG 172 (O+A) 28
IMMUNE 133 (O+A) 21
REOPEN 157 (O+A) 21

4.1 Phase 1: Key Argument Annotation 401

In the first phase of HyEnA, each annotator extracts 402

a key arguments list from an opinion corpus. In 403

each corpus, five annotators annotated 51 opinions 404

each, for a total of 255 opinions. Of the 51 opinions, 405

the first is selected randomly, and the following 406

50 are selected by FFT. This number of opinions 407

was empirically selected to make the annotation 408

feasible within a maximum of one hour. 409

Topics We train a BERTopic model on each opin- 410

ion corpus, generating 59, 56, and 72 topics for the 411

YOUNG, IMMUNE, and REOPEN corpora, respec- 412

tively. Since the number of resulting topics is too 413

high for manual assignment of arguments to top- 414

ics, we curate a short-list of topics per corpus. We 415

select the 15 most frequent topics in a corpus and 416

ask two experts to remove duplicates (i.e., topics 417

covering the same semantic aspect) and rate the 418
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clarity (i.e., how well the topic describes a rele-419

vant aspect of the discussion in the corpus) of each420

topic. Unique topics with an average clarity score421

above 2.5 compose the short-list of topics. Then,422

we ask the annotators to assign topics to each key423

argument generated in the first phase of HyEnA.424

4.2 Phase 2: Key Argument Consolidation425

In the second phase of HyEnA, we obtain similarity426

labels y(ai, aj) (1 if similar, 0 if not) for all key427

argument pairs 〈ai, aj〉—some pairs are labeled428

by the annotators and others are automatically la-429

beled. Given the similarity labels, we construct an430

argument similarity graph, and cluster the graph to431

identify a consolidated list of key arguments.432

Clustering We experiment with two well-known433

graph clustering algorithms: (1) Louvain clustering434

(Blondel et al., 2008) uses network modularity to435

identify groups of vertices based on a resolution pa-436

rameter r. (2) Self-tuning spectral clustering (Zel-437

nik-Manor and Perona, 2004) uses dimensionality438

reduction in combination with k-means to obtain439

clusters, where k is the desired number of clusters.440

We select the parameters of these algorithms to441

minimize the error metric E shown in Equation 3.442

The metric penalizes clusters having dissimilar ar-443

gument pairs. That is, for a cluster k ∈ K and444

∀ai, aj ∈ k, if y(ai, aj) = 1, the error for that clus-445

ter is 0. If a cluster contains only a single element,446

we manually set the error for that cluster to 1, to447

discourage creating single-member clusters.448

E =
1

|K|

∑
k∈K

∑
ai,aj∈k

1y(ai,aj)=0(|k|
2

) (3)449

4.3 Baselines450

We employ an automated and a manual baseline.451

4.3.1 Automated Baseline452

We use the ArgKP argument matching model (Bar-453

Haim et al., 2020b) to automatically extract key454

points from the corpus. ArgKP selects candidate455

key points from opinions using a manually-tuned456

heuristic, which filters opinions on their length,457

form, and predicted argument quality (Gretz et al.,458

2020). We adopt the hyperparameters from Bar-459

Haim et al. (2020b), but relax them such that∼10%460

of the opinions are selected as candidates by the461

heuristic instead of the recommended 20%. Candi-462

date key points and opinions are assigned a match463

score using a pretrained matching network based on 464

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). Opinions only match 465

the highest scoring candidate key points if their 466

match score exceeds a threshold θ (corresponding 467

to the BM+TH approach). After deduplication, this 468

results in a single list of key arguments per option. 469

We use two metrics, coverage (C) and precision 470

(P ), to compare HyEnA and ArgKP. 471

Coverage Bar-Haim et al. (2020b) define C as 472

the fraction of opinions mapped to an argument 473

out of all the processed opinions. To compute 474

C, first, we extract the set of key arguments 475

AH from HyEnA based on opinions Oobs
H (⊂ O) 476

observed by the annotators. Further, if an ar- 477

gument is extracted from an observed opinion 478

oi ∈ Oobs
H , we add oi to the set of annotated 479

opinions Oann
H . Similarly, we extract the set of 480

key arguments AA from ArgKP based on its ob- 481

served set of opinions Oobs
A (≡ O), producing a 482

set of annotated opinions Oann
A . Then, the cov- 483

erage with respect to all observed opinions is: 484

CH =
|Oann

H |
|Oobs

H |
(4) CA =

|Oann
A |
|Oobs

A |
(5)

485

Comparing coverages as defined above may not 486

be fair since the set of observed opinions (i.e., the 487

denominators of Equations 4 and 5) are not the 488

same for HyEnA and ArgKP. Thus, we also com- 489

pute coverage with respect to a set of common opin- 490

ions, Oobs
H ∩Oobs

A , observed by both methods, as: 491

Ccommon
H =

|Oann
H ∩Oobs

A |
|Oobs

H ∩Oobs
A |

(6) 492

493

Ccommon
A =

|Oann
A ∩Oobs

H |
|Oobs

H ∩Oobs
A |

(7) 494

We add the same term to both denominator and 495

numerator in Equations 6 and 7 so that the cov- 496

erage stays in the range [0, 1]. Further, note that 497

Ccommon
H = CH since Oobs

H , Oann
H ⊂ Oobs

A (≡ O). 498

Precision Bar-Haim et al. (2020b) define P as 499

the fraction of mapped opinions for which the map- 500

ping is correct. Thus, we must map a set of opin- 501

ions to arguments in order to compute precision. 502

For this mapping, we select the common opinions, 503

Oann
H ∩ Oann

A , that are annotated in both HyEnA 504

and ArgKP. Then for each oi ∈ Oann
H ∩ Oann

A , 505

we create two pairs 〈oi,AH(oi)〉 and 〈oi,AA(oi)〉, 506
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where AH(oi) and AA(oi) are the arguments asso-507

ciated with oi by HyEnA and ArgKP, respectively.508

Then, we ask annotators to label z(oi, ai) = 1509

for all matching pairs and z(oi, ai) = 0 for all510

non-matching pairs, and keep the majority consen-511

sus from multiple annotators. Given the opinion-512

argument mapping, we compute precision as:513

P common
H =

∑
oi∈Oann

H ∩Oann
A

z(oi,AH(oi))

|Oann
H ∩Oann

A |
(8)514

515

P common
A =

∑
oi∈Oann

H ∩Oann
A

z(oi,AA(oi))

|Oann
H ∩Oann

A |
(9)516

4.3.2 Manual Baseline517

Mouter et al. (2021) involve six experts to man-518

ually analyze the feedback from a sample of par-519

ticipants (2,237 out of 26,293) over all eight pol-520

icy options and identify key arguments. However,521

they do not report the exact number of opinions522

analyzed. Since there are 36,781 opinions for the523

three options we analyze (Table 1), we estimate the524

number of opinions the six experts would have an-525

alyzed to be 3,129 across the three options. In con-526

trast, HyEnA annotators analyze 765 intelligently527

selected opinions across the three options.528

It is evident that HyEnA reduces the number of529

opinions analyzed. Further, we investigate the ex-530

tent to which the key argument lists generated by531

HyEnA and the manual baseline have comparable532

insights. To do so, we report the number of HyEnA533

key arguments that are overlapping, missing, and534

new compared to the expert-identified key argu-535

ments. We cannot compute precision and coverage536

for the manual baseline because it does not include537

a mapping between key arguments and opinions.538

5 Results and Discussion539

Before comparing with the baselines, we analyze540

the intelligent sampling and merging techniques541

HyEnA employs in Phases 1 and 2.542

5.1 Phase 1: Key Argument Annotation543

Table 4 shows the number of different operations544

annotators perform in Phase 1. On average, the545

annotators identified 15 unique key arguments per546

option. About half of the opinions were skipped,547

mainly because the opinion lacked a clear argu-548

ment. This is a positive result since the noise (i.e.,549

irrelevant or non-argumentative opinions) in public 550

feedback can be much higher. Thus, the argument 551

quality classifier we incorporate for opinion sam- 552

pling is effective in filtering noise. Further, the 553

annotators marked only about 15% of the encoun- 554

tered opinions as already annotated key arguments, 555

which shows that the FFT approach is effective in 556

sampling a diverse set of opinions for annotation. 557

Table 4: The average annotation operations (and their
standard deviation) in Phases 1 and 2.

Phase 1 Phase 2

Option # Args # Skip # Already ∆ τ

YOUNG 18.0 (5.5) 23.4 (5.4) 11.4 (9.0) -61.6% 0.34
IMMUNE 12.8 (2.6) 31.4 (4.5) 8.6 (4.4) -59.1% 0.42
REOPEN 13.8 (7.6) 29.2 (11.5) 10.2 (7.6) -59.8% 0.41

5.2 Phase 2: Key Argument Consolidation 558

Table 4 also shows the benefit of POWER, HyEnA’s 559

approach for consolidating key arguments. The 560

number of pairs requiring human annotation (∆) 561

was on average reduced by 60%. The transitiv- 562

ity score τ (Newman et al., 2002) indicates the 563

extent to which transitivity holds among the simi- 564

larity labels of argument pairs. The relatively low 565

τ scores justify the subsequent clustering we per- 566

form. Louvain clustering yields the smallest error 567

for the YOUNG and IMMUNE corpora, and spectral 568

clustering for REOPEN corpus (additional details in 569

Appendix C.2). 570

5.3 Comparison with Automated Baseline 571

Figure 3 compares the coverage and precision of 572

HyEnA and ArgKP. The low coverage (for both 573

methods) indicates that a large number of opinions 574

do not map to a key argument. This is not surprising 575

since real-world opinions are noisy. 576

Considering all observed opinions (CH and CA), 577

HyEnA yields slightly higher coverage than ArgKP 578

in the YOUNG and REOPEN corpora. In contrast, 579

ArgKP yields higher coverage than HyEnA in the 580

IMMUNE corpus. We attribute this to the repeated 581

arguments in the IMMUNE corpus. As 83% of opin- 582

ions are con-opinions, the IMMUNE policy option 583

(Table 1) was highly opposed and its corpus con- 584

tains many repeated arguments against that option. 585

Since the set of all observed opinions is the entire 586

corpus for ArgKP, the repeated arguments inflate 587

its coverage. However, since HyEnA observes only 588

a small subset of diverse opinions from the corpus, 589
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the repeated arguments do not influence its cover-590

age significantly. Thus, we compare the coverage591

of HyEnA and ArgKP with respect to a common set592

of diverse opinions. In this comparison (Ccommon
H593

and Ccommon
A ), HyEnA yields consistently higher594

coverage (0.34 on average) than ArgKP (0.16 on595

average) in all three corpora.596

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

YOUNG

IMMUNE

REOPEN

Coverage

CA

Ccommon
A

CH = Ccommon
H

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

YOUNG

IMMUNE

REOPEN

Precision

P common
A
P common
H

Figure 3: Comparing HyEnA and ArgKP.

ArgKP yields a larger number of key arguments597

(around 30 for each option) than HyEnA. However,598

these arguments lead to an average precision of599

0.56. In contrast, HyEnA extracts fewer argument600

clusters (on average 17 per option), but with higher601

precision (0.80). Further, we notice that HyEnA602

annotators actively rephrase the content of the key603

arguments—only in 22% of the annotated key ar-604

guments, more than half of the key argument text605

is directly copied from the original opinion text; in606

contrast, the key points generated by ArgKP are607

composed of the original text.608

5.4 Comparison with Manual Baseline609

Table 5 shows a confusion matrix, comparing over-610

lapping (yes, yes), missing (no, yes), and new (yes,611

no) key arguments between HyEnA and the manual612

baseline. HyEnA required an analysis of 765 opin-613

ions, whereas the manual baseline required 3,129614

opinions to produce their respective key arguments615

lists. Despite the lower human effort, the HyEnA616

lists largely overlap with the expert lists.617

HyEnA missed some key arguments that the ex-618

perts identified. For example, a key argument about619

building herd immunity was not in the HyEnA list620

for the REOPEN option. We conjecture that increas-621

ing the number of opinions annotated in HyEnA622

would subsequently yield the missing insights.623

HyEnA also led to new insights that experts624

missed. For instance, an argument about the phys-625

ical well-being of young people was not in the626

Table 5: Confusion matrix, comparing the key argu-
ment lists of HyEnA and manual baseline.

Manual baseline

YOUNG IMMUNE REOPEN

yes no yes no yes no

HyEnA yes 8 7 7 2 10 1
no 1 – 0 – 4 –

expert list for the YOUNG option. Likely, the ran- 627

dom sample of opinions experts analyzed did not 628

include opinions supporting this argument, whereas 629

the smaller set sampled in HyEnA did. 630

6 Conclusion and Directions 631

We develop and evaluate HyEnA, a hybrid method 632

that combines human judgements with automated 633

methods to generate a diverse set of key arguments. 634

HyEnA extracts key arguments from noisy opin- 635

ions and achieves consistent coverage, whereas the 636

coverage of a state-of-the-art automated method for 637

key point analysis drops by 50% when switching 638

from all (with several repeated) opinions to diverse 639

opinions. Moreover, the key arguments extracted 640

by HyEnA are more precise than those extracted 641

by the automated baseline. Additionally, HyEnA 642

provides important insights that were not included 643

in an expert-driven analysis of the same corpus, 644

despite requiring fewer opinions to be analyzed. 645

The pairwise comparison in the consolidation 646

phase is the most human-intensive task in HyEnA, 647

and the effort increases with the number of ana- 648

lyzed opinions. Also, comparing arguments is cog- 649

nitively demanding. HyEnA reduced the number 650

of comparisons required in the consolidation phase 651

by 60%. Additional research is necessary to reduce 652

the consolidation effort further. For example, first 653

clustering the key arguments and then consolidat- 654

ing the arguments within these clusters (reverse 655

order as HyEnA) can influence the performance 656

and effort, but requires further investigation. 657

Finding arguments in a discourse is only one 658

aspect that constitutes the perspectives in a discus- 659

sion. Future work can incorporate analysis over the 660

same discourse for values (Liscio et al., 2021) or 661

other perspective factors, such as sentiment, emo- 662

tion, and attribution (van Son et al., 2016). By 663

combining these rich aspects with arguments, we 664

can merge the logical basis of the discussion with 665

other semantic and syntactic information, allowing 666

close scrutiny of the perspectives in opinions. 667
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7 Ethical Considerations668

Our paper develops and evaluates a hybrid (hu-669

man and AI) approach to extracting key arguments670

from an opinion corpus. The intended use case for671

our method is synthesizing key arguments that are672

grounded in opinionated policy-related comments,673

by using a pool of annotators. We identify two674

main aspects of risk in our method.675

First, we aim to mitigate the effect of individual676

biases by grounding the key arguments in general677

public user opinions. However, the key argument678

extraction is ultimately performed by individual679

annotators. We address the influence of subjectiv-680

ity and noise by combining multiple annotators in681

the consolidation phase. Further, as our method is682

transparent, the complete annotation process (from683

opinions to consolidated key arguments) is trace-684

able. One could implement additional checks on an-685

notator behavior as a bias-mitigating factor, which686

is a significant research challenge on its own.687

Second, the diversity of the opinion embeddings688

is contingent on the representational quality of the689

S-BERT model. Underlying biases in its representa-690

tion may influence the opinions sampled. However,691

we use FFT to actively sample diverse opinions,692

which can reduce the impact of inaccurate embed-693

dings.694
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A Experiment Protocol & Description 943

In order to reproduce the experiments performed 944

in this research, we provide a complete overview 945

of the guidelines, preliminaries, data and techni- 946

cal artifacts created. This overview contains addi- 947

tional information about how the experiments were 948

conducted. The texts presented to the annotators, 949

such as the informed consent, the annotation intro- 950

duction and instructions are provided in the sup- 951

plementary material, inside the instructions/ 952

directory. In addition, we provide details on the 953

average run times per experiment, as well as any 954

other auxiliary details. 955

A.1 Preliminaries 956

Before starting the experiments, annotators were 957

required to familiarize themselves with the annota- 958

tion procedure and web interface. Upon entering 959

the web platform, they were provided with an in- 960

formed consent form and the instructions for their 961

task. The instructions consist of short introduc- 962

tion to the context of the task, followed by detailed 963

instructions about the components they would be 964

annotating (opinions, arguments, topics, etc.). In 965

addition, they were provided example annotations, 966

both in writing and by means of a video. 967

After having seen all these, annotators were 968

asked to fill in a short exercise annotation. This 969

exercise consisted of 3 or 4 items, applicable to a 970

hypothetical policy option, each with a predefined 971

correct answer. Annotators were required to get the 972

answers correct, but had unlimited tries to perform 973

the exercise. Completing the exercise enabled the 974

actual annotation task, which in all cases was upper- 975

bounded by a fixed number of items. Annotators 976

were paid £7, 50 per hour which is considered an 977

ethical monetary reward on Prolific. 978

Although the opinion corpora contain comments 979

on Dutch policy, the annotators were not restricted 980

to certain (geographical) demographics. 88% of the 981

annotators resided in continental Europe at the time 982

of annotation, with the next 9% residing in Middle 983

and North America. The average age of annotators 984

was 28 (SD = 7.7). For 71% of annotators, data 985

on student status was available, and around half (36 986

p.p.) indicated currently being a student. 987

A.2 Phase 1: Argument Annotation 988

This first phase of HyEnA consists of three stages. 989

We provide some additional details per stage. For 990

the interpretation of the results, we refer to the 991
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original paper.992

Argument Annotation Five annotators were993

given one hour to explore 51 opinions from the994

corpus for a single option. On average, they took995

44, 31, and 43 minutes respectively for the options996

of YOUNG, IMMUNE and REOPEN.997

Topic Generation Two experts worked to gener-998

ate a short list of topics from the 15 most frequent999

BERTopic generated topics, with the short list con-1000

taining only coherent and unique topics. Two ex-1001

perts worked for 23 minutes on average to rate all1002

topics across all three options.1003

Topic Assignment In the topic assignment, each1004

argument from the argument annotation stage1005

had to be provided with a manual topic assignment.1006

Topics are assigned by five overlapping annotators.1007

For YOUNG, IMMUNE and REOPEN, they took 26,1008

30, and 33 minutes respectively on average.1009

A.3 Phase 2: Argument Consolidation1010

The arguments were consolidated by 99, 57, and1011

87 annotators for the options of YOUNG, IMMUNE1012

and REOPEN respectively. The median completion1013

time was 20, 20 and 18 minutes. In the Multi Path1014

algorithm in use by POWER multiple annotators are1015

able to work in parallel, supported by our annota-1016

tion platform.1017

A.4 Comparison to Automated Baseline1018

Lastly, in the comparison between HyEnA and1019

ArgKP, annotators rated a fixed number of opin-1020

ions and arguments. For the option YOUNG, 281021

annotators took 23 minutes on average. For both1022

IMMUNE and REOPEN, both options saw 21 anno-1023

tators, which took 25 and 23 minutes on average1024

respectively. In this task, the annotators were asked1025

to assess the match between arguments and opin-1026

ions, where matching is defined as “an argument1027

capturing the gist of the opinion, or directly sup-1028

ports a point made in the opinion.”1029

A.5 Annotation platform1030

To run the HyEnA experiments and employ the1031

workers from Prolific (www.prolific.co), we1032

created our own web platform that supports all1033

phases in HyEnA. The platform allows annota-1034

tors to work in parallel, and is equipped with con-1035

trol mechanisms for conducting the experiments.1036

Where possible, computations are performed of- 1037

fline, which is possible for all phases with the ex- 1038

ception of the Parallel Pairwise Annotation method, 1039

POWER. For this phase, we precomputed the de- 1040

pendency graph G, and extracted the disjoint paths 1041

containing the pairs to be annotated. Following 1042

the annotator’s decisions, we then make automated 1043

judgements over sections of these paths. We add 1044

screenshots of the pages as presented to the annota- 1045

tors in the screenshots/ directory. 1046

The ArgKP baseline was run using two RTX 1047

3090 Ti GPUs, which took around 30 hours per 1048

opinion corpus. For HyEnA, the opinion corpus 1049

was transformed into embeddings using the same 1050

device within 4 hours. Training the BERTopic mod- 1051

els took less than an hour. All web-based experi- 1052

ments were hosted on a single server with 16GB 1053

RAM, without access to a GPU. 1054

B Method Details 1055

B.1 Opinion Corpus 1056

For an overview of the options, see Table 6. Opin- 1057

ions were entered by Dutch citizens in April 2020 1058

following a Participatory Value Estimation (PVE) 1059

study. We manually split the data into separate 1060

corpora of opinions related to each of the options. 1061

Since some opinions entered in the original ques- 1062

tionnaire were applicable to multiple options, we 1063

copy the opinion for all relevant options. We pro- 1064

vide the full dataset of opinions, as well as the 1065

annotations performed by the annotators in HyEnA. 1066

Table 6: Statistics for the three policy proposals (op-
tions) in the COVID-19 corpus.

Policy option Size Pro/Con
ratio

YOUNG people do not need
to maintain 1.5 meter dis-
tance among each others

13400 0.66/0.34

All restrictions are lifted for
persons who are IMMUNE

10567 0.17/0.83

REOPEN hospitality and en-
tertainment industry

12814 0.55/0.45

1067

B.2 Parallel Pairwise Annotation Algorithm 1068

To accommodate annotators performing asyn- 1069

chronous annotation, we take an incremental pro- 1070

cedure for pairwise annotation. As soon as a pair 1071

12
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has seen three annotations, the automatic labeling1072

procedure is run, and the next pair to be annotated1073

in the same path is opened up for annotation. When1074

all pairs are (either manually or automatically) la-1075

beled, the algorithm is complete. See Algorithm 11076

for computational description of the parallel pair-1077

wise annotation algorithm (Chai et al., 2016). Since1078

the paths are annotated through a binary traver-1079

sal method, we can also obtain an upper bound1080

of number of annotations required, which is the1081

number of paths |P | multiplied by the maximum1082

number of annotations required for the longest path1083

g, P × dlog2(| g |)e.1084

Algorithm 1: Parallel Pairwise annotation
Input: Dependency graph G = {V,E}
Output: Labeled vertices V

1 B = create bipartite graph (G)
2 Y = find maximal matching (B)
3 P = find disjoint paths (Y)
4 while !fully labeled(G) do
5 for p ∈ P do
6 v = find middle(p)
7 label vertex(v) ; . N humans

8 end
9 automatically label paths(P, label)

10 end

B.3 Hyperparameters1085

B.3.1 HyEnA1086

An overview of hyperparameters for HyEnA is1087

given in Table 8.1088

B.3.2 ArgKP1089

Table 9 shows the hyperparameters for the ArgKP1090

baseline. The hyperparameters for the ArgKP base-1091

line were picked such that they are balanced be-1092

tween the ones used for the Argument dataset in1093

Bar-Haim et al. (2020b), but also extract ∼10%1094

of comments as key point candidates. While this1095

is lower than the recommended 20%, we avoided1096

relaxing the heuristic hyperparameters to prevent1097

picking overly specific arguments as candidates. In1098

Figure 4, we show the ratio of number of candi-1099

dates extracted out of all opinions depending on1100

the hyperparameters.1101

Running ArgKP does not come cheap. The num-1102

ber of comparisons required to be made (forward1103

passes through the matching model) is O(NM)1104

where N is the number of candidates and M the1105

number of opinions. Table 7 shows the number 1106

of comparisons made by the model in use in our 1107

experiments.

Option Stance # Op. # Cand. # Comp.

YOUNG pro 8804 1307 12M
YOUNG con 4596 463 2M
IMMUNE pro 1760 369 649K
IMMUNE con 8807 657 6M
REOPEN pro 7027 690 5M
REOPEN con 5787 457 3M

Table 7: Numer of opinions seen (# Op.), candidates
extracted (# Cand.) and comparisons made (# Comp.)
for running ArgKP.

1108

C Detailed Results 1109

C.1 Unclear Translation Actions 1110

In the argument annotation phase of HyEnA, when 1111

extracting arguments from opinions, annotators had 1112

the option to skip the opinion if they could not ex- 1113

tract any argument from the opinion. Since opin- 1114

ions were automatically translated by the Azure 1115

translation service, we also made it optional to in- 1116

dicate that the reason for skipping the argument 1117

was because of an unclear translation. Out of 51 1118

actions, annotators indicated mistranslations in 6, 1119

7 and 2 opinions on average for YOUNG, IMMUNE 1120

and REOPEN respectively. This shows that the ma- 1121

chine translation caused only some noise, and the 1122

majority of the skipped opinions were skipped be- 1123

cause of different reasons (e.g. no argument was 1124

present in them). 1125

C.2 Clustering Arguments 1126

C.2.1 Optimizing for E 1127

Figure 5 show the optimal parameter setting for 1128

the clustering methods over each corpus. We also 1129

present an alternative visualization, now separated 1130

in Figure 6. The lowest observed score is indicated 1131

with the red line, obtained by the method in bold. 1132

C.2.2 E = 1 vs E = 0 for single member 1133

clusters 1134

We also experiment with setting E = 0 for argu- 1135

ment clusters of size 1 (i.e., clusters containing only 1136

a single key argument). The results are displayed in 1137

Figure 7, overlaid over the previous results where 1138

E = 1 for single-member clusters (Figure 5). As 1139
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Table 8: Hyperparameters used by HyEnA.

Parameter Option Value Description

MSBERT all paraphrase-MiniLM-L6-v2 Model used to transform opinions and
arguments into a numerical representa-
tion.

T all paraphrase-MiniLM-L6-v2 Model in use by BERTopic.
f all 5 Number of farthest opinions to sample

using FFT.

clustering
method

YOUNG louvain
Clustering method used to extract
argument clusters per option.

IMMUNE louvain
REOPEN spectral

r YOUNG 0.449 Resolution parameter for Louvain clus-
tering.

r IMMUNE 0.449 Resolution parameter for Louvain clus-
tering.

k REOPEN 18 Number of desired clusters for spectral
clustering.

Table 9: Hyperparameters for the ArgKP baseline used in the comparison against HyEnA. We also show the values
proposed by Bar-Haim et al. (2020b).

Parameter Option Value Baseline
Values Description

min_words all 1 1 Minimum number of words in an opinion to
be considered a key point candidate.

max_words all 15 10,12 Maximum number of words in an opinion to
be considered a key point candidate.

Q all 0.5 0.4,0.5,0.7 Minimum argument quality according to a
model trained on Gretz et al. (2020).

θ all 0.9 0.856,0.999 Threshold value for match scores for (1) as-
signing opinions to key point candidates and
(2) merging similar key point candidates.

expected, error is low when a large number of clus-1140

ters are obtained by each method (low r, high k).1141

The optimal parameter settings chosen in our ap-1142

proach corresponds to the tipping point where E1143

switches between low E to high E.1144

C.3 Unclear Argument votes1145

We show the histogram of unclear argument votes1146

in Figure 8. The majority of arguments receive be-1147

tween 0–10 votes of being unclear, which amount1148

to, on average, less than 5% of the times the argu-1149

ment was observed in a pair. We place a cutoff on1150

10%, which is around 20 votes or higher depending1151

on the option. After the cutoff, arguments are re-1152

moved from being included in the clustering. The1153

number of removed arguments can be deduced in1154

Table 10. 1155

Option |AH | After removal K

YOUNG 90 76 20
IMMUNE 64 60 14
REOPEN 69 64 18

Table 10: Descriptive statistics for the second consol-
idation phase of HyEnA. AH are the arguments ex-
tracted from Phase 1, reduced after removal of unclear
arguments. Finally they are clustered into K groups.

C.4 Clustered Argument Stances 1156

All arguments that were clustered in the second 1157

phase of HyEnA were extracted with a particular 1158

stance. The clustering method, either Louvain or 1159
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Figure 4: Hyperparameter sweep for ArgKP
(max_words and Q) and its impact on the ratio
of candidates picked. The indicated red dot shows the
chosen parameter settings.

spectral, clusters based on the obtained similarity1160

labels. However, we can check the correspondence1161

of all stances of the arguments within one cluster,1162

as they should all match. Figure 9 reports the av-1163

erage stance errors per cluster for the three policy1164

options. Stance error is defined as the proportion1165

of stances that do not match the majority stance. In1166

general, the error among stance labels is low; only1167

in some cases mixed stances occur in the clustered1168

arguments. Moreover, only in 5 out of 24 cases1169
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Figure 6: Parameter tuning for argument clustering
with E = 1 for argument clusters of size 1. Repeats
results from Figure 3 from the main paper, now show-
ing the best score (red line) obtained by Louvain for
YOUNG and IMMUNE, and spectral for REOPEN.

the non-majority stance occurs more than once, 1170

showing a high agreement between stances inside 1171

clusters. 1172

C.5 (Dis-)agreement Analysis 1173

C.5.1 Annotator Reliability 1174

Table 11 shows the inter-rater reliability (IRR) for 1175

four steps with overlapping human annotations. In 1176

the topic generation phase (Section 4.1), we use the 1177

intraclass correlation coefficient ICC(3, k) (Shrout 1178

and Fleiss, 1979) since it involves ordinal ratings. 1179

In the other three tasks, multiple binary labels are 1180
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Figure 9: Stance error per final cluster of HyEnA.
Overall, low error scores are achieved, indicating high
stance correspondence inside clusters.

obtained for the same subjects. In these tasks,1181

we use prevalence- and bias-adjusted κ (PABAK)1182

(Sim and Wright, 2005), which adjusts Fleiss’ κ for1183

prevalence and bias resulting from small or skewed1184

distribution of ratings.1185

The IRR for topic generation and assignment1186

tasks are substantial. The IRR for key argument1187

consolidation and argument evaluation are fair and1188

moderate, respectively. We pose that the relatively1189

low IRR scores of the latter two tasks are not short-1190

Table 11: Average (and standard deviation) IRR scores.

Task ICC3k PABAK

Topic generation 0.66 (0.14) –
Topic assignment – 0.81 (0.10)
Key argument consolidation – 0.34 (0.03)
Key argument evaluation – 0.40 (0.06)

comings of the HyEnA method in itself. Instead, 1191

they demonstrate the complexity of language un- 1192

derstanding, and the subtleties involved in inter- 1193

preting and reasoning about arguments and opin- 1194

ions. Hence, hybrid approaches which use human 1195

insight are a key component for public feedback 1196

analysis. Uncovering these subtleties and making 1197

them explicit is a crucial task for enabling effective 1198

perspective taking (Chen et al., 2019). This also 1199

justifies the need for a robust argument consolida- 1200

tion phase that integrates judgements from a range 1201

of interpretations. 1202

C.5.2 Sources of Disagreement 1203

Following the observed IRR scores, we set out to 1204

identify the sources of the disagreement between 1205

raters for two out of the four tasks mentioned in 1206

Table 3 of the main paper. 1207

Topic Generation The main source of the dis- 1208

agreement stems from from a single option: RE- 1209

OPEN. Here, the annotators rated two topics almost 1210

inverted (rating 4 versus rating 2) out of a 1–5 Lik- 1211

ert scale, resulting in a ICC score of 0.46. The two 1212

topics contained the words “mental health income 1213

decrease,” and “measures rules these should”. For 1214

the other two options, YOUNG and IMMUNE, a 1215

higher score of 0.71 and 0.80 were obtained respec- 1216

tively. 1217

Key Argument Evaluation In the evaluation, an- 1218

notators observed opinion and argument combi- 1219

nations 〈oi, ai〉, and provided a binary label indi- 1220

cating whether they matched. For analyzing the 1221

differences between raters, we compare those com- 1222

binations where large disagreement was observed 1223

(DISAGREE), and compare that to combinations 1224

with low disagreement (AGREE). DISAGREE de- 1225

notes 〈oi, ai〉 combinations that received four anno- 1226

tations for one label, and three for the other, for a to- 1227

tal of seven annotations. All other 〈oi, ai〉 are said 1228

to AGREE. Specifically, we compared the lengths 1229

of the arguments ai and opinions oi involved. 1230

The lengths of the arguments in the opin- 1231

ion/argument combinations with large disagree- 1232
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ment did not differ from those with low disagree-1233

ment. However, we found considerably longer1234

opinions on average when annotators disagreed.1235

Possibly, such long opinions contain multiple ar-1236

guments, which in turn may cause the annotator to1237

mismatch the provided argument.1238
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Figure 10: Disagreement analysis for ArgKP auto-
mated baseline comparison. On the left figure, argu-
ment lengths are the same when annotators agree or
disagree. However, as can be seen on the right, when
annotators disagree opinions are usually longer.

C.6 Key Arguments1239

The key arguments extracted by HyEnA are shown1240

in Tables 12, 13 and 14. The results for the ArgKP1241

automated baseline are shown in Tables 15, 161242

and 17. Tables 18, 19 and 20 show the results1243

from the manual expert-driven baseline.1244
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Table 12: All argument clusters from HyEnA for the option of Young people may come together in small groups.

Option ID Stance Argument cluster

YOUNG 0 pro 〈 Social contact is essential for development, It will be positive for support and
acceptance, possitive for the psychological health of children, Young people
have already suffered enough and got deprived of so many things like parties,
holidays, sports. They are missing out on the best time of their lives, Young
people’s mental health will improve, Removes a lot of annoyance among the
elderly, The lifting of this measure significantly reduces loneliness, while having
minimal effects, Young people show more cooperation and thinking along when
the way they live is taken into account, co they don’t have to maintain distance
〉

1 pro 〈 Going back to normality, Second wave, Following research results, this should
be possible 〉

2 con 〈 There’s a limit to the restrictions, More measures lifted is good, As long as it
can still be controlled 〉

3 pro 〈 No risk of contamination , Young people have fewer contamination risks, It’s
not dangerous for the young people, The group is not at risk at dying of covid,
Limited risk, large profit for that group, They’re less likely to be contagious,
and they’re already together anyway. , Young people less infects 〉

4 con 〈 Maintaining distance between your friends and family is easier than being
locked down and deprived of the change to make a living 〉

5 con 〈 Joggers don’t maintain the distance and the effects of such behaviour are very
small and negligible , Maintaining distance while exercising with each other
is very difficult, It is dangerous for young people’s health to don’t keep the
distance 〉

6 con 〈 Risk of contamination, The infections will increase, The chances of the
second peak of corona virus is too high, The risks are too large, The numbers
of the infected have peaked following the holidays, Does not solve the risk of
contamination, Unnecessary risk, Who has better immunity system will live,
who not will die 〉

7 pro 〈 Economy is more worth then the young ones, The economy will improve
and companies won’t go bankrupt, They still go to the pub, Life has to go on
regardless of the situation, Young people would be happy about going out and
meeting friends 〉

8 con 〈 Exceptions should be considered, Because this cannot be maintained, and it is
already violated everywhere, We should be cautious with making big changes
to the regulations because it might cause us damage, Entertainment/Events give
opportunities to break rules, with this option no longer risk of breaking rules 〉

9 con 〈 People should reasonably decide the distance to maintain, They wouldn’t
switch between 1,5m distanz with old ones and young ones, they would always
be nearer. , People will be more willing to meet and they will do it in larger
groups which will enable the spread of the diseas, It is impossible to tell the
exact age of people or gauge their immunity, Regional measures will cause
problems because people commute between cities. 〉

10 pro 〈 This measure will not be respected, The average Dutchman is too stupid to
control themselves when out among people, It is impossible to stop it either
way, They don’t do it anyway regardless of the rules, People are not responsible
enough for the measure to be dropped, They didn’t keep the distance before, It
is too difficult to follow this rule 〉
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11 con 〈 Important measure to archive immunity, Nursing homes can open up only if
the measures are followed, Treating all people equally and not just the young
ones 〉

12 con 〈 Excessive mesure, It saves a lot of tax for the police because they won’t need
to observe young people so closely, It is not proven yet whether this would be a
good option 〉

13 con 〈 To many young ones would gather 〉
14 con 〈 One rule for all, The young people can contaminate others, Too early 〉
15 pro 〈Many people already dont do the 1,5m distance, Less victims if they use 1.5

meters at home with fam members 〉
16 con 〈 Lack of control, Easing encourages spread, Every life is worth more than the

economy, Netherlands has more than enough resources to at least keep its head
above water for a considerable time 〉

17 pro 〈 Only the sick people should stay at home, the same as with the regular flu 〉
18 pro 〈 Young people can studie again and lern together, Children can go easier to

school, The schools will be open soon anyway, Young people want to see and
socialize with people again, Alternate the students that go to school and the
other half attend classes at home 〉

19 con 〈 People will spread the virus more quickly as they will feel more willing to
meet in large groups 〉

Table 13: All argument clusters from HyEnA for the option of All restrictions are lifted for persons who are
immune.

Option ID Stance Argument cluster

IMMUNE 0 pro 〈 it is fair to give immune people freedom of movement 〉
1 pro 〈 could lead to a second peak in cases, These measures are easier to follow

compared to other measures, This is a relatively easy measure to take, Public
transport use would be easier 〉

2 con 〈 People who still need to follow restrictions will be less likely to when others
are not, Immune people would have advantages over the non-immune, and
this is unfair, could be seen as discrimination, Everyone should be subject
to the same set of rules/restrictions. , Complacency will make it harder for
individuals to follow the rules, Young people seem to be getting an advantage
over older people 〉

3 pro 〈 Restrictions are unnecessary for people who are immune, Immune people
should not be constrained 〉

4 con 〈 Hard to maintain and/or implement, Too little research has been done, It is
difficult to control, People can lie if they’ve contracted the virus 〉

5 pro 〈 People will be able to meet with friends and family members again, It will
allow things to get back to normal, People will be happier if they’re allowed
to go outside, People will be able to see family again, making them happier.
, Family can visit each other more often, There will be solidarity between
groups and regions, It is fair to give people back their freedom, People will
be less lonely and depressed, People want to see their families again, and this
measure allows it 〉

6 con 〈 it is unclear if it will be helpful or will make things worse, ICU beds will
become more crowded, It’s still too early to relax 〉

7 con 〈 It is hard to tell if people are truly immune, Not enough is known about the
coronavirus yet, There are too few opportunities to test it, You can’t tell who
is immune and who isn’t, One can lie about having or not having the virus 〉
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8 pro 〈 Current restrictions do not really provide any safety, This measure can have
a negative effect on society 〉

9 con 〈 It is not clear how people will be able to prove that they are immune, It is
hard to know at a glance if someone is immune or not and this will allow
some people to fake immunity, there could be immune people with other
factors that make them vulnerable, immune people are no longer infective,
People who are immune are not dangerous to others, Immunity has not been
proven 〉

10 con 〈 will funnel people in certain areas, Risks of transmitting the virus in gather-
ings 〉

11 con 〈 Infection numbers are still increasing, It risks causing a spike in case
numbers, Could lead to the misunderstanding that the situation is safe, Lifting
restrictions will cause another wave of Covid, Lifting restrictions will cause
people to stop following other rules related to Covid like social distancing. ,
Too much risk of another spike in cases, By taking this measure, health care
would become very pressured 〉

12 con 〈 Infections and morality will increase 〉
13 pro 〈 Advantages to the economy from having immune people working again,

This will be beneficial to the economy, People in high-risk of contact jobs
will be allowed to return to work, Lifting restrictions will cause economic
and social damage. , Lifting restrictions will allow people to feel like things
are returning to the pre-Covid normal. , People can go back to work, People
who work in contact professions can go back to work, Immune people are,
well immune, and can help getting the economy back up 〉

Table 14: All argument clusters from HyEnA for the option of Re-open hospitality and entertainment industry.

Option ID Stance Argument cluster

REOPEN 0 pro 〈 This will bring improvement in employment rate, This will improve the
economy, This will help these industries recover, to support these sectors and
to entertain and please us all, Killing the industry, This helps the economy 〉

1 con 〈 will end up in another confinment, will end with a spike of infections, It is
too early, There are less cases now than before 〉

2 con 〈 The difference is we must first protect ourselves from this sickness to then
adapt, This will help people satisfy their cravings, People will not benefit a lot
from this, This can help people create social interaction and build resistance
against COVID 〉

3 con 〈 Leads to more COVID cases , Leads to better moral While keeping Covid
cases down, If people die business will still suffer , Things aren’t normal yet,
Keep sick people away, This will bring more new cases and deaths 〉

4 pro 〈 This can be done only on open spaces, It’s already being done in other
countries, There are more important industries that needs to be re-opened. ,
This will help people earn enough to support basic necessities, Tests can be
previously made 〉

5 con 〈 will gather a lot of people together, Better moral less infection , This will
bring about chaos and lack of control 〉

6 con 〈 These industries are very risky, Risk of spread increases significantly, Cater-
ing is a distance of 1.5 meters impossible which leads to great chance of
contamination, This increases the chances for the virus to be spread 〉

7 pro 〈 will decrease the number of people with breakdowns, will decrease the
contact between people, Keeping group small helps 〉
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8 pro 〈 will increase the attendes in the shows, will be controlled environment, With
the necessary restrictive measures, cultural events must be able to be visited
again as they are an important part of human life, Workers are well protected 〉

9 pro 〈 No evidence that the lockdown works, A distinction should be made, some
contact professions are basic service and others are not, Restriction of liberty
is a violation of human rights 〉

10 pro 〈 Excited to do things as before for preserving mental health, This will ensure
freedom for the people, In order to save people´s lives, we should be very
careful and not relax too quickly, To support the churches and meet fellow
believers again and pray and sing together 〉

11 con 〈 It’s not worth getting people sick, It’s not safe yet , These are not vital
industries 〉

12 pro 〈 People need to let out pressure , People are tired and bored , Culture and
entertainment is important in life, This will make people feel better 〉

13 pro 〈 It will help everyone tremendously, This will help people go back to work,
This will motivate people to be more active and healthy 〉

14 pro 〈 Need freedom, It is best to know more of the virus before reopening these
industries, This can be done following certain conditions, This will support
small businesses recover 〉

15 pro 〈 This will empower the people to be more responsible 〉
16 pro 〈 Cannot be maintained, These places can’t be maintained 〉
17 pro 〈 It is easy to maintain social distancing in these industries. 〉
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Table 15: All arguments from ArgKP for the option of Young people may come together in small groups.

Option Stance Arguments

YOUNG pro in the long term, this measure is not sustainable in any case
pro Low risk group. Easing also gives more space for parents/families.
pro if it is not necessary then it is desirable. Also saves on enforcement
pro Easing at 1.5m may provide better motivation to comply with other measures
pro Youth has the future, it pays a lot for what it ’costs’
pro This is hard to maintain. Let’s put time into more urgent matters.
pro young people are not going to last , a lot of fighting in home situation
pro Young people need to support the economy again by getting to work
pro Young people need freedom, encourage their own responsibility
pro Schools can open 100% again, so parents can also work 100% again
pro Can’t be stopped. Maintaining this leaves society in a state of cramp.
pro Up to the age of 18, this must be the responsibility of parents.
pro Relatively little extra pressure on care. Easing this measure benefits education.
pro they already had a lot of trouble with it, making it better official
pro Untenable for that group, but appeal to solidarity with at-risk groups
pro young people do not have the full support to risk
pro Help for parents to work better at home
con Immunity has not yet been proven. Young people can also transmit the virus.
con The rules must remain uniform, otherwise there will be confusion
con Young people are better at fighting the Coronavirus
con see previous answer Health is for economic importance
con young people don’t care much about the same problem
con We must all stand in solidarity. Moreover, enforcement is easier
con Groups with relatively small economic impact if the measures continue to exist

for longer.
con That way you distinguish between people. This is not advisable for maintaining

support.
con Young people can easily transfer. No physical/mental distinction between

people.
con no exceptions for subgroups. Together we get corona under control.
con In fact, my motivation is: Equal monks, equal caps.
con I don’t want to be responsible for the deaths of fellow human beings.
con Risk hedging in the near future. Adds nothing
con because I am not convinced that well-considered visionary decisions are now

being taken
con Companies are always at the forefront. Now health comes first No generational

differences
con Everything is making choices
con based on the effects in the explanatory statement, I make that choice.
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Table 16: All arguments from ArgKP for the option of All restrictions are lifted for persons who are immune.

Option Stance Arguments

IMMUNE pro Partly rekindling the economy Better availability of healthcare staff Less pro-
tective equipment needed

pro that can be used in crucial places
pro If you maintain it, I think this is a logical choice.
pro Positive effect on loss of income for large group of people.
pro Why restrict people’s freedom when there’s no very urgent reason for it?
pro No, it just has to be suffering.
pro people are perfectly capable of using their common sense
pro The psychological benefits seem much greater than the physical disadvantages.
pro they can be deserving of people who are sick
pro You can decide what you want. Some feel deprived of their freedom.
pro This makes travelling in public transport easier, for example
pro These people can therefore reduce the uneaten of the elderly
pro Everyone has to be free, but living in a dictatorship very sad
pro Survival of the fittest. Reward is in order
pro That should be possible n arithmetic could not predict a future
pro This seems like a good start to moving for the new world name corona virus
con Immunity has not yet been proven. Young people can also transmit the virus.
con Immunity has not been established Opening certain provinces gives much more

travel
con Creates inequality that is not good for social cohesion. Possible source of

polarization.
con this reduces the willingness of the rest of the netherlands
con Too much risk people don’t have a size if they are allowed again
con Because young people don’t stick to it now so it won’t matter much
con see previous answer Health is for economic importance
con In my opinion, the selected items are less urgent than the other
con This gives a high degree of inequality within the population
con It’s way too early for that. R values must remain well below 1
con Don’t reward groups for already having a problem with the rules.
con Because we want to live a normal life again
con no exceptions for subgroups. Together we get corona under control.
con Enforceability is complicated, keeps simple rules. Moreover, these measures

undermine solidarity.
con This is uncheckable, you have to show proof everywhere.
con because I am not convinced that well-considered visionary decisions are now

being taken
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Table 17: All arguments from ArgKP for the option of Re-open hospitality and entertainment industry.

Option Stance Arguments

REOPEN pro Catering under certain conditions. entertainment as late as possible
pro Empower citizens’ own responsibilities
pro I think those at high risk can be advised to avoid hospitality.
pro Hospitality but not entertainment. Catering reasonably similar to shops.
pro Only when you’re sick do you stay at home, otherwise you don’t
pro visitors are usually under 50 years of age, can handle this
pro Especially lower risk groups use these facilities.
pro Everyone can decide for themselves whether they want to go here.
pro people are perfectly capable of using their common sense
pro People know how to do this. Sufficiently alert to allow this.
pro restriction of liberty is violation of human rights
pro Make sure the drug is widely available, then the percentages will be even lower
pro Who else is going to pay the extra care costs?
pro Have seen so many good ideas on media to open responsibly
pro Income is also important. Over-50s don’t have to participate.
pro These companies are also on the rise.
con lifting measures northern provinces suffer from hospitality migration within the

Netherlands
con These options can cause other problems, are uncheckable or easy to bypass.
con Too much risk. People will then travel to those regions.
con Risk of spreading is far too great. Measure 1.5 meters is impracticable
con No distinction between areas in NL Entertainment is less important.
con Too dangerous for too little added value.
con Somewhere we have to start slowly with normal life again, but with limitations.
con Equal treatment of the population
con I believe that public support for safety will be greatly reduced.
con People are well able to weigh up themselves
con people have common sense
con A personal choice is not one of the government’s.
con This is uncheckable, you have to show proof everywhere.
con because I am not convinced that well-considered visionary decisions are now

being taken
con Restaurants also cause addiction damage
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Table 18: All arguments from the expert-driven manual analysis for the option of Young people may come together
in small groups. Arguments are mapped to argument clusters from HyEnA, showing the cluster ID taken from
Table 12.

Option ID Stance Arguments Mapped to

YOUNG 0 pro Young people play a minor role in the spread of the virus and
their risk of getting sick is low

3

1 pro Social contact is relatively important for young people (to
develop themselves)

0

2 pro For young people it is difficult not to violate the rules 10
3 pro Reduction of problematic psychological symptoms 0
4 pro Reduces the pressure on parents –
5 pro Possibility to build up herd immunity 11
6 pro Increases support among young people for other lockdown

measures
1

7 con Constitutes age discrimination which results in a dichotomy in
society

14

8 con Measures are difficult to enforce. Young people will also get in
contact with other people

8

Table 19: All arguments from the expert-driven manual analysis for the option of All restrictions are lifted for
persons who are immune. Arguments are mapped to argument clusters from HyEnA, showing the cluster ID
taken from Table 13.

Option ID Stance Arguments Mapped to

IMMUNE 0 pro These people pose no danger to their environment 3
1 pro These people can keep society and the economy going again 13
2 pro It is pointless to demand solidarity from these people if they

are already immune. Doing so will lead to fierce protests
8

3 con Tests for immunity are not foolproof, and this increases the risk
of new infections

11

4 con Creates a dichotomy in society. People who are not immune
can get annoyed by the behaviour of those who are allowed to
resume normal life

2

5 con Difficult to enforce 4
6 con Potential confusion as immunity is not outwardly apparent 7
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Table 20: All arguments from the expert-driven manual analysis for the option of Re-open hospitality and enter-
tainment industry. Arguments are mapped to argument clusters from HyEnA, showing the cluster ID taken from
Table 14.

Option ID Stance Arguments Mapped to

REOPEN 0 pro This is good for our economy and business 0
1 pro It is good for people’s well-being 12
2 pro This relaxation option will increase support for the continuation

of the other measures
–

3 pro It is enforceable 4
4 pro People can take responsibility for themselves by staying away

if they wish
15

5 pro We should preserve our cultural heritage and cannot risk
bankruptcies in the cultural sector

12

6 pro Keeping these businesses closed is too big of a sacrifice for
young people

–

7 pro In this way, we can build up herd immunity –
8 pro If the hospitality industry is not re-opened people will do other

things to relax which is also risky
9

9 con Risk of too many people gathering together, which helps to
spread the virus

3

10 con It is not necessary at the moment 11
11 con When alcohol is consumed, people are more likely to under-

estimate risks and are less likely to comply with distancing
measures

–

12 con Opening up the hospitality and entertainment sectors should
only be considered in the next phase if it appears that other
adjustments have worked

14

13 con Hospitality industry has a bad impact on society. Please keep it
closed

16
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